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The receding Arctic ice cap illustrates the impacts, both positive and negative, of a changing global climate. Environmental changes have brought new challenges and opportunities including transportation, tourism, exploration, and access to previously inaccessible natural resources. These new opportunities will result in increased human activity in the region from tourism to mineral extraction. Chances for military conflict remain low, however an array of potential large scale man-made crises are increasing with the opening Arctic. Potential Search and Rescue (SAR) and environmental crises include oil spills, airline emergencies, and foundering cruise ships. Currently, the Arctic has little infrastructure or resources to provide any substantial response to these events and the demand will only grow in a busier Arctic. This paper will explore the issue of emergency logistics shortfalls throughout the region. Specific points include analysis of the supporting participants and requirements driving them, the resource gap, approaches to bridging that gap, storage and deployment options. The assessment concludes with a conceptual model for addressing the resource gap across the region within a budget-constrained environment and the impacts of inaction.
ASSESSING THE RESOURCE GAP IN A CHANGING ARCTIC

The global climate is changing, and no region more clearly demonstrates this fact than the Arctic. Maps of this region showing an earlier and more recent period illustrate a significant ice-cap melt. The United Nations Weather Agency reported that at the end of 2012, an area of the Arctic Sea ice larger than the Continental United States had melted. Warming temperatures and melting ice have negative consequences, from an increase of erratic and severe weather events, to further acceleration of warming.\(^1\) However, the Arctic ice melt has also brought new opportunities as Arctic waters become more accessible. These opportunities include transportation, tourism, exploration, and access to formerly inaccessible natural resources and have resulted in increased human activity in the Arctic from cruise ships to new ventures in off shore oil drilling.\(^2\) The increase and potential gains from this activity have also renewed tensions over disputed borders and claims of sovereignty, specifically in the Northwest Passage and the Northern Sea Lane.\(^3\) To be clear, the risk of armed conflict over these tensions is minimal since affected countries currently adhere to the open water tenants outlined in the UN Convention Laws of the Sea (UNCLOS), the development of “free economic zones,” and the successful management of disputes through diplomatic channels.\(^4\)

The risk of militarized disputes is unlikely. A more likely danger is the possibility of large-scale man-made disasters such as an oil spill, airline emergencies, and/or foundering cruise ships. The lack of basic and organized response capability throughout the Arctic region may preclude any substantial and timely response to such incidents and could lead to potentially catastrophic consequences. The US Northern Command (NORTHCOM) 2012 analysis conducted by the Arctic Assessment Working Group
(CAWG) identified four key capability gaps encompassing communications, maritime domain awareness, infrastructure, and active security presence that confront American policy in the Arctic. Resources are currently tied to infrastructure as one key issue that includes logistics required to sustain large-scale multi-day Search and Rescue (SAR) operations and the mobility platforms to move those resources.\(^5\) Internationally, many countries have begun to allocate resources for the changing Arctic, and the seminal 2011 *Agreement on Cooperation on Aeronautical and Maritime Search and Rescue in the Arctic* between the eight Arctic bordering countries (Canada, Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Russia, Sweden, and the United States; also known collectively as the “Arctic-8”) indicates a strong commitment to address the new realities of the region. However, the SAR agreement contains minimal discussion of resources or logistical components required; in fact to meet the new challenges, the resources backing the SAR agreement are sparse and uncoordinated.\(^6\)

In the 2012 internal assessment, the NORTHCOM Commander's Arctic Capabilities Assessment Working Group (CAWG) White Paper on the topic recommended an in-depth analysis for multi-use infrastructure and a preliminary logistical analysis.\(^7\) In a statement referencing the preparedness for Mass Rescue Operations (MROs) in the Arctic and the likely relevance to all Arctic-8 nations, Ron Wallace, a senior fellow and Arctic expert with the Canadian Defence and Foreign Affairs Institute stated, "We’re just dancing with the devil here. It’s a low probability but a high impact event."\(^8\) Mr. Wallace emphasizes that “we have elements of it (a SAR plan), it’s hanging together, but it’s not as comprehensive or anywhere near as material as I think would be needed to respond to a major incident."\(^9\)
This paper will explore the issue of US logistics shortfalls for major Search and Rescue (SAR) Mass Rescue Operations (MRO) and environmental threats posed by oil spills, specifically a Spill Of National Significance (SONS), categorized and known as a Tier III spill severity level in order to provide a starting point for NORTHCOM’s resource analysis and assessment. The study is focused on describing the essential participants, their requirements, current resources, additionally required resources, the logistical challenges to meet these emerging risks, resource staging, and deployment options, followed by a logistical concept recommendation. The recommendation addresses timely response, the type of Arctic-capable resources required for complex emergencies, and proposes a comprehensive solution for the current budget-constrained environment, that incorporates industry, community, and the all-of-government or “all-hands” burden-sharing approach. The proposed solution could serve as a foundational model for other Arctic-8 nations and possibly serve as a framework for addressing logistics in the International SAR agreement. In conclusion, the potential consequences of inaction and recommendations for future logistics to meet the threats of an open and busy Arctic are examined.

**Methodology**

During the course of the research, it was apparent that a full understanding of the problem, current state of affairs, and all the required information could not be obtained with the available literature and without walking the ground. In conjunction with a review of congressional testimony, the 2011 International Search and Rescue Agreement, unclassified government/military documentation, regulations, industry
documentation, and other open source literature, I interviewed fourteen key personnel from relevant Alaska organizations over a five day period in December 2012. The interviews included officials at US Alaska Command, Alaska Rescue Coordination Center, Shell Oil Alaska, Army Corps of Engineer Cold Region Environmental and Engineering Laboratories, North Slope Borough Disaster Management Office and Search and Rescue, United States Coast Guard 17th District Operations, Northern Command, and the Mayor of Barrow Alaska. In additions to the valuable face-to-face interviews, I was able to visit the Search and Rescue organizations and coordination centers in order to see how, key infrastructure such as existing in-use and dormant hangers in Barrow, low cost man-camps, existing preposition sites, local infrastructure key to large scale emergency, operations transportation assets were set up, how they functioned in the Arctic, and to understand the environmental challenges of the Arctic region. This on-the-ground assessment and in-person interviews, combined with detailed research of the literature, contributed to the development of this paper.

One shortfall in the research was a lack of an interview with the cruise and airline industry. Repeated attempts to organize these interviews were un-successful. As a result, the analysis of these areas is limited to a review of open-source documentation. Additionally, direct interviews scheduled with Alaska State agencies had to be cancelled due to time conflicts. Although these organizations provided valuable documentation in response to the proposed interview sessions, they were reluctant to conduct phone interviews. The lack of in-person meetings prevented a comprehensive understanding of the industries and agencies that written documentation alone cannot provide. Yet, it
was possible to address these organization’s roles, assets, and responsibilities in large scale Arctic emergency crises.

This multi-pronged research approach provided the necessary information to build an assessment of the issue. The internet, newspaper, and journal articles provided a clear description of the problem, examples, and historical background. Congressional Reviews, testimony, and supporting documentation provided comprehensive overviews of the issue, key organizations and leadership views of the problem, and the Navy’s detailed environmental review that is unequalled in level of detail compared to other literature. The regulations and industry open-source documentation showed what assets are currently required and available while allowing for analysis of what is missing. The information provided by Northern and Alaska Command, the state, and local communities also helped clarify what reasons are available (or not) to address these major crises and the effects to deal with the shortfalls. The interviews and site visits, in particular, were invaluable for understanding the broad issue overall.

The Arctic Region and Climate Change

The Arctic is defined as:

“The region as the land and sea area north of the Arctic Circle (a circle of latitude at about 66.34° North). For surface locations within this zone, the sun is generally above the horizon for the 24 continuous hours at least once per year (at the summer solstice) and below the horizon for 24 continuous hours at least once per year (at winter solstice). This definition includes the northernmost third or so of Alaska, as well as Chukchi Sea, which separates
that part of Alaska from Russia, and U.S. territorial and Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) waters north of Alaska. It does not include the lower two-thirds or so of Alaska or the Bering Sea, which separates that lower part of the state from Russia.”

Besides the obvious difficulty of operating in twenty four continuous hours with no sun, the definition fails to convey the region’s harsh environment of sub-zero temperatures, rough seas, and the challenges of Arctic ice. While there might be a perception that these challenges will decrease with global climate change, the reality is the changes in the Arctic are only exacerbating these challenges by causing further fluctuations and extremes in the temperatures, winds, seas, ice, and even permafrost.

Year-round Arctic ice dates back over 800,000 years. Over one recent century (1906-2006), the mean global surface temperature increased 0.74° C. Eleven of the warmest recorded years occurred during 1999-2011. The increase is more dramatic in the Arctic where average temperatures increased at almost twice the global average during that time. Since 1991, the average Arctic temperature has increased 5° C and ice coverage has decreased by 2.7% per decade. This means that the ice coverage has shrunk more than 11% per decade since the 1970s, with ice receding “at a pace exceeding even the most dramatic predictions of scientists.” The average size of the September ice cap (the time of the year when it is most reduced in size), has decreased more than 30% since 1979 when recorded satellite measurements began. The years 2007 and 2011 set records for melting. The former saw open water over 40% of the Central Arctic Ocean. This warming has not only reduced the size of the ice cap, but since 1970, has also affected the sea ice thickness. “As of summer 2010, sea ice
volume was 70% below the mean from 1979." These changes produce what is known as the Albedo Feedback Loop. The “loop” is a cycle of increased melting of sun-reflecting ice that, in turn, exposes dark water, which then absorbs and retains solar energy. This solar absorption further heats the ocean and melts more ice, exposing more heat-absorbing water. This heating and melting generates a cycle of continued warming compounded by atmospheric heating from greenhouse gases released in the form of water vapor. The entire process is further accelerated during the continuous sun of the summer season.

Other Arctic areas have been affected, including the permafrost that covers 24% of the terrestrial surface of the Northern Hemisphere. A 2002 US Arctic Research Commission found significant widespread warming and thawing of permafrost; the progressively deeper thawing resulted in shoreline and structure instability. The changes will “have serious long-term implications for Alaska’s transportation network, for the Trans-Alaska Pipeline, and for the nearly 100,000 Alaskan citizens living in areas of permafrost.” Additionally, a 1% increase in precipitation per decade, decreased salinity of the water, an increase in sea level, and significant changes to ice movement contribute to the changing Arctic.

Projections for the future Arctic predict more of the same: temperature warming expected to increase from current levels by 2° C to 9° C by 2100 with a 3% decrease in summer ice per decade and overall 40% decrease in ice volume. Climate models predict more than half of the current permafrost area could thaw by 2050, with up to 90% by 2100. Most significantly, far greater human activity is likely in the region in an
Arctic-free summer ice season that might develop as early as the decade 2020 to 2030.  

**Opening of the Arctic**

Despite the warmer temperatures and increasingly open water, the key challenges of the Arctic environment are still present. The changing conditions present more danger when combined with the compounding effects of increasingly erratic weather events. The expected growth of human activity drawn to an open Arctic ocean also promises a future region ripe for catastrophe.

Consider the following two scenarios used in a training exercise: (1) A Search and Rescue Satellite Aided Tracking (SARSAT) relayed an emergency transponder beacon to US Coast Guard District 17 in Juneau, Alaska. The distress call was from the *Dig Deep* (an oil drill ship). The Coast Guard received no answer to their calls because weather prevented the North Slope area air response and inhibited satisfactory imagery. Four hours later, the C-130 Hercules sighted the burning hulk of a ship surrounded by a very large and growing oil slick.  

(2) In September 2012, a group of 154 "Make Peace" activists had chartered the research ship *Kobayashi Maru* and headed to the Beaufort Sea to protest the *Dig Deep*’s offshore Arctic drilling. Eighty nautical miles from Prudhoe Bay, the ship hit a plate of drifting multi-year ice that tore a gash in her double hull and started a fire, injuring twelve passengers. The distress call channeled through Russia to Maryland finally alerted Coast Guard District 17 Joint Rescue Coordination Center. Weather prevented an air rescue response, but an already airborne F-22 Raptor fighter-jet was
diverted from training to find the ship listing 90 degrees, with half of its under-equipped life boats submerged and the remainder being loaded into the frigid water to head toward shore.  

These disasters demonstrate the types of risks common to all ocean exploration and travel. The harsh and unforgiving Arctic significantly compounds the response, containment, and survival in these situations. The incidents listed above are hypothetical scenarios used in a recent “table-top” exercise. The intent of the Arctic Collaborative Workshop’s (ACW) exercise was “war-gamming” various response options. Many questions still remain on the “how and what” of those options.

Arctic accidents are increasingly becoming a reality: (1) In August 2011, a chartered Boeing 737 crashed outside a rural airport in the Canadian high Arctic, killing 12 of the 15 passengers. The three survivors lived, in part, due to a large contingent of soldiers who were, ironically, in the area conducting an Arctic emergency response exercise. The fate of the survivors would have been dramatically different had the aircraft crashed in a more remote site, later in the year, fully loaded, and without the timely assistance of trained rescuers.  

(2) In December 2012, the 266-foot Royal Dutch Shell oil rig, Kulluck, tore free from one of its tow lines and grounded on the Alaskan shore. Headed back to port for the winter after drilling Arctic test wells and still fully loaded with 139,000 gallons of diesel fuel on board, the salvage lines had to be removed due to the force of 70 mile per hour winds and 40 foot waves. The vessel grounded, further increasing the fear of a spill. This incident effectively demonstrated the relevance of the table top exercise and challenges of responding to these events in the Arctic.
(3) The cruise ship Clipper Adventurer with 197 passengers aboard ran aground in 2010 on uncharted, submerged rocks in Canadian Arctic waters, demonstrating the dangers increased Arctic tourism brings. All the passengers were rescued by the Canadian Coast Guard, but it took two days for the rescue vessel to arrive, four hours to transfer passengers, and almost six hours to ferry them to an airport. Despite the risk of being idle for over 60 hours from grounding to recovery, the ship was undamaged and the weather was calm with flat seas so the threat of sinking was minimal. A rescuer cautioned, “things may not have had such a happy ending had the weather been bad.”

Clearly, none of these incidents resulted in a Mass Rescue Operation (MRO) or Spill Of National Significance (SONS), or overwhelmed the response services, but Arctic experts agree that “it’s only a matter of time until a modern-day Titanic or Sir John Franklin catastrophe occurs.” The Arctic environment continues to contain difficult and dangerous risks as always, despite the macro level climate changes.

Why are industries taking these risks in the Arctic? The answer for many is the abundant natural resources that exist in the region, including: natural gas, diamonds, coal, gold, zinc, other minerals, and 20% of US oil. As the ice recedes, the ocean floor opens to exploration of areas that, in some projections, holds “15% of the world’s undiscovered oil reserves and 30% of its natural gas.” Currently the trans-Alaska pipeline has seen a two-thirds reduction in oil production from the existing, but diminishing, North Slope fields. Interest has turned to new off-shore drilling to recover that loss. The enthusiasm for new off-shore drilling in Alaska is understandable considering that 90% of the revenue for Alaska’s general state fund comes from oil earnings. Shell estimates over $96 billion in future revenues at each of the two drill
sires and $145 billion in cumulative payroll for 54,700 jobs over a 50-year period.\textsuperscript{32} With 26.6 billion barrels and 130 trillion cubic feet of natural gas now accessible, the monetary benefits may warrant the risks.\textsuperscript{33}

Air travel over the Arctic using cross-polar air corridors is also increasingly profitable. It provides a significant reduction in fuel costs and travel time, providing an obvious financial benefit for the industry. The air traffic between North America and Asia is likely to double by the end of 2025 from its current rate of approximately 50,000 flights a year. A key contributor to this projection is “The Pacific Project,” an International Air Transportation Association proposal for addressing travel demands between the two continents.\textsuperscript{34} A finding from a 2011 joint Canadian and Russian study illuminates the financial benefits of trans-polar flight. The finding states that “a flight leaving Vancouver for Delhi would currently take almost 18 hours. Using polar routes, the same flight would take place in 13.5 hours, saving 4 hours and 15 minutes. This translates into potential savings of over $40,000 (Canadian) per flight.”\textsuperscript{35} Another example shows over $50,000 (US) in savings per flight and a reduced flight time of five hours on the trans-polar route from New York to Hong Kong.\textsuperscript{36}

In addition to air travel, the tourism and shipping industries are also expanding their presence in the Arctic. A 10 - 15\% yearly increase is expected from the average of 25 ships a year reported crossing between the Alaska and the Yukon maritime Arctic Boundary.\textsuperscript{37} In 2012, “There has been a tenfold increase in the number of vessels using the Northern Sea Route during 2011 and 2012. In the 2012 season 46 vessels have sailed the route, compared to 34 in 2011 and only four in 2010.”\textsuperscript{38} Polar trips for tour ships doubled over the last eight years with 65,000 passengers booked in 2010 from
Svalbard (Spitzbergen), Norway, and Greenland according to the Greenland Tourism Bureau. The last remaining chance to experience an “untouched region” that holds exotic and endangered species draws these passengers. With the Arctic opening, it is likely this desire will drive the cruise ship industry to increase Arctic operations to meet demand and accept the increased risk to do so. Benefits for commercial shipping are enticing as well. Open Arctic waters allow for significant cuts in transit distances and provide an alternate route for super-tankers that have to transit the dangerous southern tip of South America because their size prohibits the use of the Panama Canal. A stark example of these advantages is the 4,450 mile shortcut from Rotterdam, The Netherlands to Yokohama, Japan. The route runs along the Siberian coast rather than through the traditional Suez Canal. Trimming days off the trip and the associated savings in fuel costs reduces the inherent risks of Arctic oceanic voyages in light of the progressive advantages of the disappearing icepack. The increase in traffic is evident in tonnage shipped, with a 53% increase in tonnage from 2011 to 2012. In 2012, over one million tons were shipped; 894,000 thousand tons of it was various fuels, with the next largest commodities being iron ore and coal.

Advantageous new ventures and the continued yearly increase of this Arctic traffic set the conditions for the probability of a disaster. Curtis Smith, a Shell Alaska spokesman, summed up the attitude of these industries stating, “the company (Shell) has a long, successful history of working offshore in Alaska and is confident it can build another multi-decade business in the Arctic. Our success here is not by accident. We know how to work in regions like this, having said that, when flawless execution does not happen, you learn from it, and we will.” All indications are this confidence and drive
to take advantage of the newly accessible Arctic will continue to grow across these industries. However, not all industries may be as successful, as ready, and as able to recognize the risks or be willing to prepare to meet them as Shell Alaska.

**Industry—Crises First Responders**

As industry benefits, it also bears the primary responsibility to be prepared to respond to these crises. Industries operating in the Arctic are the first responders in a crisis, using the emergency response system as an analogy. The future reality for industries in the Arctic could likely necessitate a response to a situation that is not related to their operation, which is unlike most operations elsewhere. A general consensus derived from multiple interviews with Arctic SAR experts asserts there is too much territory, in too harsh an environment, with too many incidents involving environmental degradation or loss of life and limb, with too few assets to respond with, for anyone to get territorial or selective about their role in responding. Despite this consensus, any efficient enterprise works off the premise that a requirement must exist to put assets against. The discussion above makes clear that an ever-increasing requirement that is appropriately expanded from that of a closed Arctic is necessary. The new requirements will outstrip existing capabilities if the general consensus of the current projected state is accurate. How is industry postured to meet these demands?

In the wake of the severe effects of the Deep Water Horizon, Macando Oil Spill in 2010, the oil industry faces stringent regulations developed in order to conduct oil operations off the coast of the US. The new regulations adopted as a result of the Macando spill include significant changes in workplace safety rules and oil well control
subsea and surface blowout preventers, well casing and cementing, secondary intervention, unplanned disconnects, record keeping, well completion, and well plugging). These requirements are projected to increase yearly operations cost for operators by 183.4 million. These changes are substantial, but cost, equipment, and procedures are all based on operations conducted in non-Arctic conditions.

There is growing realization that workplace safety, procedures, and equipment need to be designed and tested specific to the Arctic. There are currently no regulations specific to the Arctic oil exploration or production to ensure this. The Department of Interior’s Ocean Safety Advisory Arctic Subcommittee is pushing for regulators to “adopt baseline standards that would govern a new era of drilling and possibly production in Arctic waters.” The specter of the Deep Water Horizon, the Exxon Valdez spill in 1989, and now the Kulluck grounding in 2012, revealed that “drilling in the Arctic was different than anything else”. Currently Shell Alaska is the only company working off the North Slope of Alaska, and they have voluntarily adopted safeguards and steps not required by regulation, including an oil spill containment system and significant upgrades. These voluntary steps may have prevented an oil spill when the Kulluck grounded. Shell is not alone in its interest in the Arctic; Conoco-Phillips, Statoil, and Repsol are all planning ventures. If they do not follow Shell’s example of voluntary regulation, it is quite likely they will not be ready for that first response when needed.

What is the Shell plan to ensure adequate first response? Their philosophy toward preparation is concisely and succinctly expressed by Shell Alaska’s Superintendent of Emergency Response, “if you need it, bring it with you”. Shell developed a multi-layered approach to resourcing spill response and SAR for its new
venture into Alaska’s Arctic Chukchi and Beaufort Sea. Set for a one-hour response time, there are five heavy open ocean and ice re-enforced vessels dedicated to immediate response. In addition to stringent prevention measures, they have positioned early warning detection technology, oil containment equipment, skimming, storage, and both the Chukchi and Beaufort sites can employ dispersant and/or controlled “in-situ” (surface oil burn off) burning of oil.\textsuperscript{51} Shell agreed to posture for a worst-case scenario that called for the ability to respond to a spill for 30 days. It is not feasible to store all the equipment necessary to do that on site. However, to ensure rapid response, the company employed fully loaded barges and associated tugs, prepositioned and manned for a 24/7 response in safe coves along the North Slope in Alaska. This prepositioned stock forms a secondary response with another layer for backup available from lower Alaska Dead Horse, Dutch Harbor ports, and assets in the lower 48 states.\textsuperscript{52} For SAR, Shell uses search boats and landing craft and employs a state-of-the-art SAR helicopter. In all, Shell has dedicated 19 vessels, four helicopters, and a Boeing 737. Additionally, they have established a 75-person transient man-camp in Barrow, Alaska, which can be employed (or deployed) for emergency uses.

The recent grounding of the ice hardened \textit{Kulluck} is a lesson in challenges faced by oil companies operating in the Arctic. Five vessels, two rescue helicopters, a C-130 Hercules, and $292 million in upgrades to the \textit{Kulluck} did not prevent the 20-foot waves and 40 to 50 knot winds from grounding it on a rocky outcropping along the Alaskan coast. Those same tumultuous conditions meant the rescue of the 18-person caretaker crew from the stranded ship was delayed over 24 hours.\textsuperscript{53} Had any of its approximately 150,000 gallons of diesel, oil, or hydraulic fluid been breached and leaked, equipment to
contain the spill would not have been able to do so in those conditions. The lack of containment and subsequent delay in response would have allowed a steady flow of pollutants into a remote but environmentally sensitive area, most likely resulting in a suspension of operations, as well as an environmental disaster.\(^{54}\) Compounding this setback was the failure of their main oil skimming system that delayed exploration a year. Although repaired and Coast Guard certified, doubts still exist about its ability to function in Arctic extremes.\(^{55}\)

The difficulty of recovering oil from underneath the ice in cold waters is only surpassed by the difficulty of first locating that loose oil.\(^{56}\) Ben Ayliffe, a Greenpeace campaigner, went as far as to say “The technical difficulties of responding to a disaster a mile beneath the ice make the kind of operation BP (British Petroleum) had to do in the Gulf impossible in the Arctic”.\(^{57}\) If not impossible, oil recovery in these conditions indicates extreme challenges in simply finding and removing the pollutants. Recovery is further complicated by ensuring the safety of the recovery personnel on and off the shore. Although Shell has SAR capability, it is severely limited and has little immediate backup. The nearest Coast Guard station is 1,000 miles away, and the North Slope Borough’s (NSB) SAR capability is extremely limited in over-water rescue.\(^{58}\) Additionally, the region has limited capability for on-shore man-camps to facilitate an on-shore clean-up. If the weather or failure of equipment designed to cap a “blow-out” fail to prevent a hasty stop to the spill, the resulting spill could quickly overwhelm industries’ ability to contain it. It would develop into an Arctic version of the 2010 Mancado SONS.

Shell and others are determined to continue the exploration despite these challenges, environmental groups’ pressure, and the cost of future regulations. Shell
anticipates production by 2020. Summing up its attitude toward the challenges, a Shell website discussing the December 2012 *Kulluck* disaster quotes Thomas Edison, “I have not failed. I’ve just found 10,000 ways that won’t work.” Despite Shell’s optimism and self-regulation, the Arctic dictates that procedures, technology, and resources be improved and augmented to ensure as minimal a risk as possible.

Arctic-specific requirements to enable ships to act as their own first responder must also catch up with the increase of traffic in the Arctic. As Vice Admiral Brian Salerno, Deputy Commandant for Operations, Coast Guard expressed at an Arctic leadership conference in April 2012, “It is not just academics and conservationists who are concerned. The sharp increase has caught the US Government without a clear national policy.” The International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) is the legal framework currently governing the Arctic with no binding treaty for regulations. The UN’s International Maritime Organization is considering establishing standards into a “Polar-Code” as part of SOLAS to increase Arctic-specific safety equipment, ice hardening, and steps to lessen ships’ environmental impact. SOLAS does include specifications for passenger ships, but there are no specific requirements governing Arctic operations. For example, there are no requirements for ships to be ice hardened to transit the Arctic. In addition to construction specifications, the new guidelines would include safety equipment and procedures, such as improved and redundant navigational and communication equipment, protective clothing, group survival kits, enclosed life boats, tarpaulins, crew training, and a certified Ice Navigator. The “Arctic Guidelines” non-mandatory standards were adopted by the International Maritime Organization (IMO) in 2008. Formally titled, *Guidelines on Voyage Planning for*
Passenger Ships Operating in Remote Areas, it calls for development of detailed trip plans that include contingency and emergency plans. The intent is for shipping in general, but especially passenger ships, to follow the Enhanced Contingency Planning Guidance for Passenger Ships Operating in Areas Remote from SAR Facilities. Besides keeping responders abreast of their location and intentions, this mitigation measure urges “pairing” of ships for a voyage for mutual support in an emergency.62

Enforcement of these guidelines and initiatives poses the most significant challenge for Arctic countries. The guidelines are non-binding and rely on the nation flag the ship sails under for enforcement. Currently the only designated safety and environmental standards set apart from international standards and adapted for specific waters rest with Canada and Russia.63 The “Arctic Expedition Cruise Operators” insist Arctic travel is safe. Organizational spokesman Ilja Leo Lang stated, “The organization represents strictly expedition cruise vessels of no more than 318 passengers…none of the association’s 23 members use heavy diesel fuel.” However, the largest risk may not rest with these safety-conscious self-regulating operators.

Large cruise ships driven by demand and economic gain, ill equipped and untrained, and not as self-controlled as conditions require will present the greatest risk for the self-regulating industry, SAR organizations, and the Arctic. Dr. Lawson Brigham, Professor at the University of Alaska, Fairbanks, commented, “It is the larger ships carrying more passengers that could represent the biggest threat to human life.” He provides a poignant example, “What we’re really concerned about is the big cruise ship that comes up from Miami. It doesn’t appear to be the right vessel for polar waters, but it can carry a lot of people and make a lot of money. The question is how safe is it?"64 The
unlikely enforcer that may prevent this scenario is the insurance industry that adopts and, by default, normalizes the otherwise non-binding guidelines as conditions for coverage.\textsuperscript{65} These challenges and others, such as lack of navigation charts, marker buoys, and maritime way-stations comprise the myriad of challenges facing Arctic maritime travel. As the media continues to broadcast the allure of the Arctic and the demand to travel there rises, the risk of an MRO significantly increases.

The Airline Industry is more regulated and has standardized regulations for safety; however, it still faces the issue of enforcement by the nation of origin. Insurance companies, airports, and airline safety ratings tied to the airlines’ reputations keep most in adherence. All US carriers currently have a minimum of ten Arctic-specific requirements. Of note, Arctic travel requires a detailed recovery plan for passengers on diverted flights; the plan should include sufficient capacity and alternate airports able to handle the aircraft; a fuel freeze strategy and ability to monitor it accepted by the Federal Aviation Administration, an enhanced communication capable of working in the Arctic; air crew training that includes route-specific training on weather patterns and use of cold-weather anti-exposure suits; considerations and training for effects of in-flight radiation exposure resulting from solar flares; and most importantly, for a diverted landing in an Arctic environment, two anti-exposure suits for crew coordination outside of the aircraft.\textsuperscript{66}

Unlike the life vest or rafts that are standard on a commercial aircraft for emergency water landings, equipment for survivors and crew facing an Arctic emergency is missing from this list of requirements. Cost, weight, and space will likely prevent the inclusion of the necessary kit for a downed aircraft to act as its own first
The challenge then becomes how fast can rescuers arrive? Additionally, what assets do they have to immediately remove survivors out of the environment and then conduct follow-on recovery and investigation operations? These requirements are essential because the benefits of transpolar flight described earlier promise to make Arctic flight an expanding venture. However, environmental concerns may drive traffic to routes around the Arctic. Even with these diversions, the SAR issues remain, as the environment on the fringes of the Arctic can be as treacherous as within.

**Artic Community—Multiple Responder**

An Arctic Mass Rescue Operations (MRO) or Spill Of National Significance (SONS) will inevitably involve North Slope Borough Arctic communities such as Barrow, Ft. Wainwright, and Purdue Bay. In August 2011, the town of Barrow could have easily found itself in the role of a first responder when hundreds of German tourists unexpectedly arrived on their shores in small Zodiac boats launched from a cruise ship that was not being tracked by any US authority and after the season was thought to be closed. The cruise ship apparently opted to meet customer demand and risk a trip through treacherous Arctic waters. Ignoring the legal issues of customs and immigration and ability or inability of Barrow to absorb the group (if an emergency had occurred during the trip to Barrow or back to the cruise ship), the town would have inevitably found itself in the role of an MRO first responder.67

Although in this instance, Barrow may have had to play the role of first responder, it is more likely Northern communities will contribute in a backup role. That role would most likely include use of public facilities, such as schools, community
centers, medical clinics, and city government centers. Schools, clinics, and gyms could serve as medical triage or temporary holding facilities with the civic infrastructure as temporary command and control centers. Additionally, any air or sea and port-type structures would immediately need to serve as staging bases, fuel points, and transfer points. Local expertise and SAR assets would be vital in the early stages to augment first responder, state, and federal assets.68

The Northwest Arctic Subarea Contingency Plan provides a comprehensive list of each community’s resources including lodging, vehicles, communications, harbors, spill-response equipment, and even assets of corporations prominent in the local area. What it shows is a myriad of capabilities and assets, from the moderately robust to the extreme minimal, and little in the way of standardization. However, the implication of the comprehensive list is the realization and willingness of communities to assist when needed.69

As an example, Barrow is an incorporated city and is one of the most robust and capable communities on the North Slope. With a population of over 4,000, it is the seat of the North Slope Borough Government and Emergency Response Control Center and has a reliable natural gas energy supply, an airport, sewage treatment plant, developed infrastructure, and soon, a substantial medical facility.70 Like many of the coastal communities, it hosts functioning and mothballed military facilities. Besides property that houses a radar station, there is a derelict runway with two substantial and sound hangers built between the late 1940s and 1960.71

Many Arctic communities are Spill Response capabilities are tied to prepositioned assets controlled by the Alaska Department of Environment and
Conservation. While communities of the North Slope rely on response agencies sponsored and resourced by industry. The city of Barrow and NSB utilize organic equipment for local issues, but rely on “Village Support Kits” and Village Response Teams from these industry consortiums for non-local spills that impact other communities. The North Slope Borough’s first responder kits and small local teams are provided and employed by the Arctic Slope Regional Cooperation and backed by the significant resources of the Alaska Clean Seas organization. Over 80 booms, 150 sorbents, and support and personal safety equipment make up the Village Support Kits. Like most communities, they also maintain backup oil-containment resources as part of a prepositioned plan for local spills. Composed of 12 oil industry members, the Arctic Slope Regional Cooperation has $25,000,000 in equipment including 280,000 feet of oil-containment booms, over 160 skimmers, 95 vessels, 250 barges, over 90 vehicles (tracks, trucks, sleds, tractors, forklifts), and 250 storage tanks. This significant pool of assets is available through a North Slope Mutual Aid Agreement that exists between communities and the Arctic Slope Regional Cooperation to meet a North Slope-wide oil spill crisis. The local SAR resources are not as abundant.

The North Slope SAR is one of the largest of the local Arctic search and rescue organizations. They can mobilize two helicopters (not winch capable), two Lear medical evacuation jets, and a small fleet of near-shore boats. Additionally, the North Slope Borough Emergency Management Team acquired a 24-foot trailer containing sea rescue equipment (life boats, emersion suits, and life preservers) through an Alaska state grant initiative.
The North Slope Borough and Arctic community obviously face significant search and rescue resource issues if faced with mass rescue operation incident. These organizations and assets are not designed for mass rescue types of operations and would quickly be overwhelmed. The town of Barrow would be easily overwhelmed with responders and victims of a Mass Rescue Operation (MRO) and Spill Of National Significance (SONS), despite its infrastructure. Additionally, the future of Barrow’s infrastructure itself is questionable when considering the environmental impact of thawing permafrost. Ironically, the pilings for the older hangers are deeper and sturdier than many new structures. The Coast Guard’s use of a newer hanger at Barrow’s airport could barely fit its two rented helicopters because it had sunk several feet into the permafrost. With current environmental projections and permafrost degradation, the city’s infrastructure is a serious concern and consideration for future planning. In response to a SONS, there are significant assets on hand between industry, Alaska Clean Seas (ACS) organization, and the communities. The availability of trained, on-hand SONS teams add to this. Barrow has the most personnel with 50; the seven other communities with response personnel are below 20 and Point Lay has only one. The North Slope Spill Response Team (NSSRT) forms another pool of potential help. In all, over 300 trained personnel are theoretically accessible for spill response from across the NSB. Combined with ACS personnel, it provides potentially 115 personnel daily. This seems ideal, but a recent local spill generated a request for five team members. That request went unfilled and resulted in a hasty training of public works personnel to fill the requirement.
Organizing, deploying, and manning trained personnel would likely present a significant challenge. Maintaining the appropriate quantity of equipment, especially items with a limited storage life that requires rotation, and ensuring equipment is exercised presents a greater challenge for local communities. Other challenges are a matter of simple coordination and follow through. A prime example is the fact that key NSB officials were not aware the 24-foot trailer of sea rescue equipment was at the Barrow airport and that the trailer did not come with a sustainment plan on how to maintain the supplies or a means to deploy the assets.  

The future of the North Slope communities could be what Barrow experienced in July 2012 when the Coast Guard conducted “Exercise Arctic Shield”. A number of Coast Guard officials moved into Barrow and stationed patrolling cutters off the coast. Occurring concurrently to the exercise was a new routine of activities. Shell conducted operations in the Beaufort and Chukchi Sea, merchant and cruise ships operated in the area, and Greenpeace performed research activities. In short, the future of Arctic communities will be a busier one.

**State Assets and Resource Gaps**

The majority of search and rescue and government oil response capability available to the Arctic rest within the State of Alaska in the form of the US Army and Air National Guard, Alaska State Troopers, Alaska Department Environmental Conservation, Alaska Department of Fish and Game, and the Civil Air Patrol of Alaska. In parallel to Alaska’s prepositioned spill response assets, air SAR centers are located around Alaska and respond to the Rescue Coordination Center (AKRCC) located at
Joint Base Elmendorf Richardson. The AKRCC has access to three on-call rescue squadrons composed of HH-60G Helicopters, HC-130s, and the specialized Guardian Angel rescue team they can call on before asking for Federal assets. The state also has a sizeable fleet of boats and ships from across multiple state agencies to pull from.\textsuperscript{80}

Alaska’s significant investment in SAR and spill response is surely a result of years of lessons learned. Not discounting Alaska’s natural disasters, the countless rescues resulting from one of the harshest environments and events, such as the 1989 Exxon Valdez spill, have produced a substantial capability for saving the environment and lives. Alaska recognizes the requirement and is not waiting for another Valdez or a major rescue before addressing the issues emerging from an opening Arctic.

**Federal Assets and Resource Gaps**

The US Coast Guard District 17 is the primary maritime SAR organization for Alaska and the Arctic with substantial supporting assets. They are also equipped for oil spill responses. Operation “Arctic Shield 2012” serves as a prime example of what the Coast Guard provides and the initiative they are taking to ensure a safer Arctic. Over five ships and their supporting aircraft, two MH-60 Jayhawks, limited oil containment booms and three oil skimmers are committed to support the Alaskan waters. The exercises included training on and testing of oil-containment equipment. The force conducted ten actual rescues and tested new amphibious vehicles for use in the Arctic. “For the first time,” states Rear Admiral Thomas Ostebo, “we had Coast Guard crews standing the watch and ready to support search and rescue, environmental protection, and law-enforcement operations in the Arctic”.\textsuperscript{81}
As an example of unique assets available from the larger Coast Guard, District 17 could call on the 35-member Coast Guard National Strike Force, based in Los Angeles, which is trained for immediate response to oil spills.\textsuperscript{82} It is evident the Coast Guard plays a vital role in the total response capability for the Arctic, but like most organizations wrestling with supporting the changing Arctic, it is hampered by a mission that is broader than the resources available to address it. A lack of forward-basing infrastructure, unique Arctic equipment, and ice breakers are their most substantial shortfalls, and all require substantial investments. However, when the question of who has the Federal lead for a future Arctic, the answer is nearly unanimous that it is, and will continue to be, the Coast Guard.

\textbf{Department of Defense Assets and Resource Gaps}

The Department of Defense’s (DoD) assets are well known. The US Army’s CH-47 Chinooks and skid-mounted UH-60 helicopters out of Fairbanks, Alaska, are some of the most valuable assets, especially for medical evacuation according to the AKRCC. In an MRO or SONS event, the additional heavy-lifting capacity of the US Air Force’s C-130, C-17s, and other cargo aircraft will be critical. The DoD also maintains a significant SAR and oil-spill response capability to handle military requirements.\textsuperscript{83}

Despite this capability stationed in Alaska, use of DoD assets beyond military needs is not clear. DoD is prohibited by law from procuring and maintaining items for Defense Support to Civil Authorities (DSCA) unless those same resources are also required for military use. To utilize these resources, DoD internal directives stipulate that, “in the event of a natural disaster or other domestic emergency, state resources
must be overwhelmed or exhausted as a precondition to providing Federal military resources. The intent is to ensure military resources are used for their primary military mission.

National Security Presidential Directive (NSPD)-66 and Homeland Security Presidential Directive (HSPD)-25 provide the basis for DoD support of the SAR and Environment. NSPD-66, Para. F, 1, a & c, directs, "To facilitate safe, secure, and reliable navigation" and "To protect the environment". To that end, Paragraph 4, b states:

Commensurate with the level of human activity in the region, establish a risk-based capability to address hazards in the Arctic environment. Such efforts shall advance work on pollution prevention and response standards; determine basing and logistics support requirements, including necessary airlift and icebreaking capabilities; and improve plans and cooperative agreements for search and rescue.

The United States Northern Command Theater Strategy shows the requirement for support of civil authorities nested in one form or another in the National Security Strategy, the Unified Command Plan, Quarterly Defense Review, Guidance for the Employment of Force, and the National Military Strategy. In his Theater Strategy Campaign Plan, General Charles Jacoby, Northern Command Commander, recognizes the changing Arctic environment, need for international cooperation and to resource search and rescue capabilities across the polar ice pack. Furthermore, the new SAR agreement lists the Coast Guard and DoD as the SAR agencies for the US. The requirement for DoD as a
secondary responder in the event of a major crisis is clear; its role for resourcing is not. The active military has an internal SAR requirement for water, aircraft, and land rescue, and with it, the obligation to resource for the mission. The military even has a requirement to be prepared to respond to an oil spill of its own making, and the Office of the Supervisor of Salvage (SUPSALV) has warehoused significant spill-response capability in Anchorage for that very response. Given the response challenge Alaska presents in time, distance, versus coverage assets, a case could be made for an exception to increase and augment these assets as further backup. At a minimum, the existing assets should be packaged and stored for quick response, which leads to the next significant resource issue, which is time.

**Time Shortfalls**

When one considers all of the existing resources from industry, community, state, Coast Guard, and other Federal assets, it appears there are sufficient resources to respond to a ship disaster, spill, and in the right circumstance, even an aircraft crash rescue. Unfortunately, that assessment would be inaccurate according to interviews of experts from the Alaskan SAR community and the Army Corps of Engineer’s Cold Region Environmental and Engineering Laboratories (CREEL). The reasoning behind the faulty assessment relates to time even more than a dearth of arctic capable resources. The most limiting shortfall in the Arctic regions is time. Response time is critical in these crises due to the speed at which the elements can take a life or
compound the effects of a spill. Reducing the notification-to-rescue-time gap is crucial in all of these scenarios, even in summer. The extreme lethality and remoteness of the Arctic is well known, but often underestimated. Even to a well-resourced first responder, the Arctic and its ice could turn a containable Tier I spill into a Tier III SONS. This is evident with the difficulties faced in trying to prevent the 2012 New Year’s Eve grounding of the *Kulluck* and rescue of its crew.

When a Canadian C-130 crashed in clear weather 12 miles short of the flight line in September 1991 while in sight of the lights of a landing strip deep in the Arctic, all on board survived. However, the difficult terrain, a sudden blizzard, and the destruction of the limited survival gear contributed to five of the 18 survivors freezing to death. The lack of proper equipment to reach them was also responsible for the 30 hours it took for paramedics to arrive on scene and another 10 hours to evacuate.\textsuperscript{91}

Assuming an ice pack and 150 nautical miles from the north coast of Alaska, it takes 12 hours (including a crew change in Barrow) for two HH-60s from Joint Base Elmendorf Richardson (JBER) to arrive on scene.\textsuperscript{92} It can take over six hours, weather permitting, to load and launch with an Arctic Sustainment Package (ASP) and Para-Rescue (also known as Para-Jumpers or PJs forces, an HC-130 or C-17 to drop and/or land at an accommodating airstrip in the Arctic.\textsuperscript{93} A Coast Guard CH-130 from Kodiak, dropping only survival and communications gear, reduces that time by just an hour.\textsuperscript{94}
When studying the average time of existing contingency plans that state, community, and industries provide for coordinated agreements and reasonable visibility of the assets, there is little evidence the system is adequately tested and thus operating effectively, especially at the community level. Loose coordination and questionable exercising of the forward resources seem to explain the most significant negative impact owing to the loss of time in mobilizing and activating these resources. The average survival time for a human being submerged or floating in cold water is one to three hours given no injury, moderate clothing, and a life preserver. On land, survival expectations are one to three days for a person with injury, and two to three weeks for an ambulatory person with adequate backwoods knowledge. This grim survivability assessment was developed for a missing pilot in the more survivable conditions of 25-45°F October weather, far from Arctic extremes. When considering Arctic extremes such as a decrease in the temperatures to below zero with wind chill, and the on-land survival time alone would be reduced to hours. Hence, this underscores the importance of an extremely rapid response time for Arctic crisis events.

The damage of an oil spill not contained in a timely manner has been documented in countless news articles and broadcasts. The North Slope Borough Multi-Agency Passenger Vessel Emergency Quick Response Card has a Federalized Unified Command and many actions in motion within two to four hours. However, what is not mentioned is the length of time before resources are activated and actually reach the distressed. Closing this time gap of resource arrival at the crisis, as much as possible, is essential to survival.
Equipment Shortfalls

The lack of ice vessels, air assets, aircraft hangers, a possible deep water port, and forward Coast Guard infrastructure is a critical part of this gap. The cost, long lead time, planning, construction, and coordination with local tribes, makes these resources a challenge of great magnitude. If the Arctic continues on the projected track and transforms as early as 2020, the lack of these resources will have to be addressed in the short term.

Infrastructure Shortfalls

Compounding any planning of infrastructure is the continued degradation of the permafrost. This type of challenge may require unique solutions such as the Arctic Mobile Offshore Base, proposed by Dr. Andrew Metzger, a University of Alaska Fairbanks Professor, at a briefing to Alaska Command. The Coast Guard and the State of Alaska is pushing forward on many of these needs, but it needs national focus and attention to meet the long-term requirement. Lead times for construction in the Arctic are two to three times longer than in non-Arctic areas. Planning time for the Department of Homeland Security and DoD is approximately five years. Much of the preparatory work in studies, costs, permits, agreements with local communities, etc. can be set in motion, ready for
execution, or even completed now, so that adequate infrastructure and
equipment is in place when it is needed.

**Basic Resources Shortfalls**

Shortfalls also exist in less daunting areas. Temporary or semi-established
man-camps with all the Arctic-capable supporting assets such as power, heating,
protection, and mobility are not available in sufficient supply. These assets are
needed for lodging of shore clean-up crews, a remote incident that requires a
shelter for medical triage, temporary medical care, warming shelter, onward
movement center, or command and control center. Canada has led the way in
developing this capability. The Major Rescue Operations Shelter Kit (MAJAID)
supports ten casualties each for a total of 32 available kits that provide 72 hour of
care and survival. The kits are air droppable in three to four HC-130 loads and
includes all life-support, as well as an eight-wheeled Argo snow vehicle. The
MAJAID Kit is designed to be loaded in two hours and on scene in six hours,
including five flight hours. The US is not far behind with an initial kit labeled the
Arctic Sustainment Package (ASP) designed for 25 passengers per kit, one kit
per HC-130, also for 72 hours of survival. The State of Alaska and Alaska
Command (ALCOM) are attempting to secure the necessary funds to build
additional kits (approximately $100,000 each), with the goal of making it a
sustained permanent system. Arctic communities, in general, are very few in
number, and the ability of existing communities to support a large influx of
support personnel or act as a logistics staging base is minimal or nonexistent.
This shortfall dictates a requirement for the alternate means an Artic Sustainment Package type system provides. An Arctic-hardened vehicle to move these man-camps and personnel to a crisis is essential and demonstrated by the Coast Guard’s active testing of two vehicles at around $3 million apiece to meet this need.\textsuperscript{100} The nature of resources for on-land, on-water requirements demands a multi-use, amphibious vehicle to adequately fill this need.

**Other Significant Shortfalls**

Lack of communications and domain awareness are two critical resources identified in the Northern Command White Paper. In a December 2012 advocacy meeting, the Northern Command Commander made them a high priority for his combatant command’s advocacy for funding and resourcing.\textsuperscript{101} They are critical to Arctic military operations and essential to any crisis response. To be truly effective in these situations, they will have to be standardized and resourced not only to DoD users, but down to the user level and compatible across all responding organizations, civilian or military. There is definitely a logistical requirement to fill these communication and domain awareness assets, however, operational requirements are most pressing and must be addressed prior to making before decisions about what assets to acquire. The compositions of these assets are beyond the scope of this paper. However, the absences of these assets make any logistical concept impractical if not addressed. Domain awareness is required to better tracking traffic in the Arctic and standardized
communications down to the lowest level essential to reducing response time and safely and efficiently conducting operations.

**Recommendations for Resourcing the Resource Gap**

The Coast Guard's Commander for the 17th District, Rear Admiral Thomas P. Ostebo, said of the resource gap, "In Alaska, we constantly adapt to the environment around us. We're going to find the right mix of resources to protect mariners, the environment and our Nation's interests in the vast Arctic Region."\(^{102}\) Although the Coast Guard was the focus of this statement, obtaining a comprehensive mix can only be achieved by adapting how we approach the solution. In general, organizations interviewed tended to focus on individual agencies for comprehensive solutions. The mix will include existing resources, but at a minimum the basic resources such as an Arctic Sustainment Package and a deployment vehicle have to be filled to meet the new requirement. Temporary Infrastructure has to be established. Communications, domain awareness, issues have to be addressed in the short term. Even these short term resource solutions will be prohibitive for a single agency solution. In discussions, the rapid realization that single agency solution is not currently monetarily feasible coupled with the general tendency to not look beyond it, ended most discussions of even short term solutions. The lack of funding is not going to change, but the requirement is ever pressing. The solution rests in a collaborative government and industry approach. International resources may also be involved, considering location and severity of the situation, in accordance
with the new SAR Agreement. As stated, the Arctic is different; it is a “new frontier” to use General Jacoby’s words. It requires a new approach to address its unique complexity. The “mix of resources” has to be just that, incorporating all assets. Industry would act as the first responder, and community, state, and federal resources would act as key parts of the secondary and sustaining responses. Complimenting this mix is the promise of international resources responding in the framework of the SAR Agreement.

The cooperative solution should center on a comprehensive or “all-hands” approach where each party tied to the changing Arctic by requirement, duty, gains, losses, or livelihood contributes in areas where they are capable. Spreading the burden would not only disperse the financial costs of the resources, it would help in placing the resources where they can be distributed best for deployment and exercise. The QDR identifies this need as, “a unique opportunity to work collaboratively in multilateral forums to promote a balanced approach to improving human and environmental security in the region.” A pointed example of this type of opportunity is Alaska’s interest in a joint venture possibly involving private, public and federal agencies to finance and build a joint aircraft hangar facility on the North Slope for year-round use. Reportedly, the projected contribution requested of DoD is little more than an approximate $100,000 a year for sustainment costs.
Logistical Synchronization Concept

How resources are synchronized and utilized across multiple organizations is critical to the ability to respond quickly and efficiently to crises. Those resources must be banded together by agreements, procedures, and regular exercise of the assets. Government cannot force binding agreements on private industries or local organizations, but existing mutual aid agreements could be enhanced to form a more cohesive picture of what assets are available and to refine how these assets could be called for support during a federalized MRO or SONS. The After Action Report (AAR) for the 2012 Arctic Collaborative Workshop’s, Arctic Oil Spill & Mass Rescue Operation Table Top Exercise recognized this need in its recommendation for an “in-depth analysis” of the overall response infrastructure and resources. There are existing agreements and structure, but few appear to be linked effectively enough to ensure efficient, timely, and unique responses to Arctic demands. The inability for the North Slope Borough to organize five spill responders out of a supposed 115 available personnel is a local example of this disconnect. It is likely that this example belies many other problems in response processes that, although may be addressed in written form, are not fully vetted, coordinated, or tested. An inability to coordinate, mobilize, and deploy assets, human or otherwise, for major crises further increases the response time and ultimately will result in environmental disaster and lives lost.

Shell and the Coast Guard both agreed they worked well together during the summer of 2012, but that was reportedly not the case between the North
Slope Borough and Shell. A lack of common language between non-
Department of Defense supporting agencies' use of the National Contingency
Plan and DoD’s use of the National Response Plan caused confusion during the
Arctic Response Table Top Exercise. The National Response Framework,
which replaced the National Response Plan, is based on the principles of
engaged partnerships, a unified command, a readiness to act, flexible
operational capabilities, and tiered response. There is the potential for
confusion and disconnect even within the Defense Department and especially
within the otherwise disconnected tiers. As an example within the defense
structure, the current Unified Command Plan splits the Anchorage-based Alaska
Command and Joint Task Force Alaska between Northern Command and Pacific
Command. “A ‘pooled’ headquarters working for two different combatant
commanders violates the principles of simplicity and unity of command.”
Synchronizing efforts among organizations is often difficult. The Arctic effort is
substantially more complex when the whole of government is considered.
Northern Command’s calls for coordination and cooperation in its Table Top
Exercise After Action Review underscore the need. Adjusting and using
existing agreement structures such as the Emergency Management Assistance
Compact, a national interstate mutual aid agreement, as a framework for
cooperation between industry, community, and governmental organizations,
could curtail many of the gaps across these organizations. There is ample
evidence that the motivation to cooperate exists between all these organizations.
This desire should be harnessed and refined to optimize resource response and
deployment. To capitalize on this motivation, a program akin to the Emergency Management Accreditation Program, which is a voluntary accreditation initiative designed to improve emergency management through a review and accreditation program at the state and local level, could be developed. Incorporating a comprehensive review of the viability and effectiveness of the processes, agreement, and timeliness of response to include the Federal role in the system, will ensure existing emergency plans, revisions of plans, or future plan development are operationally effective enough to deliver the required resources in time to make a difference. In a situational response, confusion between agencies, disconnects between steps of processes, and inadequate resources could be overcome with time, but the Arctic does not afford that time in even the most minor of situations, much less in substantial crises such as an MRO or SONS. The enhancement, strengthening, accreditation and further development of these agreements and processes are essential to ensure effective immediate and flexible response.

**Logistical Coordination Concept**

Any logistical concept for an Arctic MRO or SONS has to close the time gap of the event to resources on hand for rescue or response. Much of that time can be gained by refining the response processes and should be explored in further research. As the primary responsible agent, industry’s disaster preparedness is currently far from fully developed or proven. This same refinement of processes, coordination, and joint government and community
exercises could greatly improve these capabilities and increase confidence in the system to respond collectively and immediately with a sustained response window of 24 to 72 hours.

**Logistical Conceptual Model**

When the rescue or spill overtakes this first response capability due to weather, numbers of people, or malfunctioning response equipment, timely secondary responses for these scenarios becomes critical and is far from developed. That response requires an immediate “push package” of critical response equipment via air or from an establishment of prepositioned stocks (PREPO-stocks) tied to North Slope infrastructure. Currently there is only adhoc, if any, local community response to a sea incident or downed aircraft rescue. Local available equipment is loosely, if at all, part of any organized response, and the ability to deploy it in a timely manner is also questionable. To date, the Arctic Sustainment Package (ASP) is currently a one-of-a-kind kit and not pre-established as a ready-to-deploy push package. Multiple kits at locations that can rapidly load and deploy them are needed for the push package concept to meet large scale emergencies and reduce the response time to any substantial degree. If sufficient quantities are available, organized as push packages and pre-staged next to air terminals, it can quickly load and launch to arrive on a major crisis scene in hours to re-enforce the first response assets. For example, the HC-130-capable ASP could arrive in Barrow, Alaska from Joint Base Elmendorf Richardson in just six hours. The current ASP timeline represents a
critical gap in the resources needed for an MRO.\textsuperscript{116} Forward, prepositioned ASPs can fill the requirement and augment the air package in the event aircraft cannot fly. The ASP components (tents, foodstuffs, snowmobiles etc.) require minimal upkeep. Existing military infrastructure in North Slope could serve as PREPO-stock, and training sites. Use of local labor contracts could provide the workforce to conduct periodic maintenance, shelf life management, and facilitate rapid deployment of the Arctic Sustainment Package equipment to local or other rescuers.

There is precedence for PREPO-stocks going as far back as the early 1950s when the Air Force Office of Special Investigations (AFOSI), using local labor, established above and below ground caches storing a vehicle and 107 different pieces of equipment for over five years. Enough resources were stored to equip local native agents to survive a year in the Alaskan wilderness.\textsuperscript{117} Like the AFOSI caches, minimal storage options are required, ranging from prefabricated climate controlled structures to the use of refurbished pre-existing buildings. Relative low cost, prefabricated structures, such as Shell’s canvas hanger to the refurbished possibilities of Barrow’s two unused military hangers, are prime examples of low impact solutions. Recent assessment of the Barrow hangers indicate the facilities are structurally solid and would need soil contamination clean-up (required regardless of use), replacement of mat flight line, and basic refurbishment of the structures.\textsuperscript{118} The Barrow fabric covered recreation center, similar to Shell’s hanger, has weathered the elements for years according to the mayor and provides sufficient shelter from the elements.\textsuperscript{119}
These facilities provide unique possibilities and flexibility for storage of PREPO-stocks, options for forward basing, or temporary use for Arctic Shield Exercises without the high cost of new construction.

Deployment of the Arctic Sustainment Package or sea rescue equipment stranded in the 24-ft. trailer would require the acquisition of an amphibious vehicle similar to those tested by the Coast Guard. Use of a hovercraft has generally been ruled out for a number of reasons, and the flexibility of land or sea movement is key to ensuring the rapid deployment of the prepositioned equipment. For example, one of the Coast Guard vehicles is the 50 foot bi-hull ARKTOS Evacuation Craft, capable of carrying 52 evacuees or 11,000 pounds over land and double that amount over water. The craft can be modified to fit specific requirements, speeds, and ranges. In one application, it is carrying sleeping quarters in front and a hovercraft on top of the back section. The relative low cost and capability of equipment such as this would allow PREPO-stock to also be versatile and responsive.

PREPO-stock for a spill of national significance is largely in place today. Shell and others feel the amount in place would be adequate enough to handle an Artic spill or well blowout due to differences in how oil reacts in the Arctic versus how it spreads in the gulf. Scientists at the Cold Region Environmental and Engineering Laboratory caution that the challenge of oil loose in Arctic waters under or in ice should not be underestimated, especially when you add unpredictable weather. The Supervisor of Salvage and Diving (SUPSALV) under the US Navy’s Naval Sea Systems Command has a robust oil containment system in Anchorage that should be packaged and ready
as an air-push package to augment the existing systems and Coast Guard capability available during Arctic Shield and the drilling season.\textsuperscript{123}

Rounding out this logistical concept is the requirement to respond to multi-day MRO or SONS that would likely require evacuation, further re-enforcement, and follow-up sustainment. Industry, state, and federal resources would all contribute to this sustainment, and local communities would inevitably find themselves in support roles or actively responding to water and shore clean-up in the event of a spill.

**Conclusion**

At some point, the US will require additional Federal or Coast Guard presence along its Arctic coast, with expanded and lasting infrastructure, new icebreakers, increased Arctic capable aircraft, and other assets requiring substantial investment. A major step in this direction would be to adopt the small measures suggested in this logistical concept, combined with an “all-hands” resource approach through comprehensive and refined mutual aid agreements that spread the financial burden while increasing the speed and efficiency of major disaster response.

The all-hands concept was best demonstrated at the international level with the 12 May 2011 signing by all Arctic-8 countries of the Agreement on Cooperation on Aeronautical and Maritime Search and Rescue in the Arctic. The agreement includes twenty Articles that cover all aspects of rescue within each Arctic border country’s SAR area of responsibility outlined in detail in the agreement’s annex. The agreement addresses cross border re-fueling, rescue,
and specifies each country’s responsibility for funding the cost associated with conducting a rescue within their area. Despite the example of cooperation the agreement demonstrates, it lacks discussions of the resources available across each signatory or shortfall of resources and ways to address the issue collaboratively.\textsuperscript{124}

The other Arctic-8 countries are expanding their infrastructure with new research, military, industrial, tourist, and SAR facilities. Like the US, international support would likely be forthcoming in the event of a severe disaster requiring extended support. Deputy Secretary of State, John D. Negroponte, expressed the importance of international cooperation in the Arctic in his comments following the May 2008 signing of the Ilulissat Declaration:

The increased use of Arctic waters for tourism, shipping, research and resource development also increases the risk of accidents and, therefore, the need to further strengthen search and rescue capabilities and capacity around the Arctic Ocean to ensure an appropriate response from states to any accident. Cooperation, including on the sharing of information, is a prerequisite for addressing these challenges. We will work to promote safety of life at sea in the Arctic Ocean, including through bilateral and multilateral arrangements between or among relevant states.\textsuperscript{125}

Despite this declaration identifying the need for more joint exercises and increased cooperation, it is quite likely that Arctic-border countries struggle with the same resource shortage issues and financial constraints as the US. A new international effort and example of an “all hands” solution is the Arctic oil
response agreement that media reported in February 2013 as in development. Although the document has not been released, the second Arctic Council agreement effort has been criticized as inadequate for lack of operational and performance standards, enforcement mechanisms and “complex issues involved in a potential spill.” Like the SAR agreement, the draft spill response agreement reportedly “fails to outline any essential response equipment,” among many other shortfalls. The failure to address resources in these international agreements may be a matter of willingness or financial commitment. However, using an “all-hands” approach to acquiring, coordinating, and developing mutual aid processes, combined with a layered logistical concept, as a burden sharing model for other Arctic countries, the reluctance to address resources in these agreements may be mitigated.

Consequences of Inaction

If no immediate further action is taken to address the problems of resources, infrastructure, and communications shortfalls addressed here, the consequences of inaction would first and foremost risk incredible loss of life. Additionally, a SONS would also result in severe ecological contamination and economic loss for industry, the State of Alaska, and the US Government. Finally, the US Government’s inability to protect its citizens from obvious threats and prepare for future environmental catastrophes would be an excruciating embarrassment.
In his September 2011 congressional testimony, Commandant of the Coast Guard, Admiral Robert Papp, expressed that “an oil spill, a collision, a ship sinking in the Arctic keeps me awake at night because we have nothing to respond or, if we respond, it is going to take us weeks to get there”. He summed up the Arctic resource shortfall by answering his own question on how the United States would respond to an Arctic accident today, “…we’ve got zero capability to respond in the Arctic right now. And we’ve got to do better than that.”

Alaska based biologist and Oil Spill expert, Richard Steiner’s assessments on spill response stated, “I am afraid they (industry and government) are going to wait for a big spill disaster before putting the right systems in place,” this attitude seems to mirror the general consensus on spill preparations thus far. The Capabilities Assessment Working Group succinctly stated the repercussions of failing to act on these gaps in their Table Top Exercise After Action Report which stated,

“Failure to upgrade the Arctic emergency response infrastructure to meet increasing Arctic operational demands will impede emergency response efforts, potentially resulting in unnecessary deaths, preventable damage to the environment, and negative publicity for the government agencies involved.”

The Arctic is unquestionably changing and with that change comes increasing exploitation and traffic. The Arctic remains a challenging and dangerous region to operate; this fact, combined with the increase in activity, will inevitably result in a substantial MRO and/or SONS. Preparation and
response for these types of events will require a comprehensive approach and a new logistical model. In today’s limited financial conditions, a collective interagency public and private approach is essential to satisfy the required response resources and the processes to deploy them. Additionally, the Arctic-8 and other international communities committed to the Arctic must make preparations for meeting the obligations of the SAR agreement; multilateral approaches for burden sharing could serve as a model to fill those resources. With the realization of a future rescue or environmental event occurring, it is a matter of when, rather than if, we face one or both of these major catastrophes.

Initial preparations have started to deal with the minimal level of basic requirements necessary for adequate crisis response. Resourcing these basic resources is within reach given their relative low costs. They will need to be resourced substantially enough to adequately respond to the most likely manifestation of these Arctic emergencies. Steps to posture for more substantial and costly resources for the future should be set in motion now. It is essential to prepare a more robust readiness posture for the future, a posture that ensures the current resource gap is bridged and adequate safety and environmental protections for the projected increase in human activity are set. There are many issues facing the Arctic today. Bridging the resource gap to facilitate safe operations and protection of the environment is essential to meeting the future demands on an increasingly open and active Arctic.
### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAR</td>
<td>After Action Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACS</td>
<td>Alaska Clean Seas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADEC</td>
<td>Alaska Department of Environment and Conservation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFOSI</td>
<td>Air Force Office Of Special Investigations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKRCC</td>
<td>Alaska Rescue Coordination Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALCOM</td>
<td>Alaska Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASP</td>
<td>Arctic Sustainment Package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAWG</td>
<td>Commander’s Arctic Capabilities Working Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREEL</td>
<td>Cold Region Environmental and Engineering Laboratories (Army Corps of Engineer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHS</td>
<td>Department of Homeland Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoD</td>
<td>Department of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSCA</td>
<td>Defense Support to Civil Authorities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMAC</td>
<td>Emergency Management Assistance Compact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMAP</td>
<td>Emergency Management Accreditation Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEF</td>
<td>Guidance for Employment of Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSPD</td>
<td>Homeland Security Presidential Directive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMO</td>
<td>International Maritime Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBER</td>
<td>Joint Base Elmendorf Richardson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAJAID</td>
<td>Major Rescue Operations Shelter Kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDEVAC</td>
<td>Medical Evacuation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MROs</td>
<td>Mass Rescue Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCP</td>
<td>National Contingency Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMS</td>
<td>National Military Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTHCOM</td>
<td>Northern Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRP</td>
<td>National Response Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSB</td>
<td>North Slope Borough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSPD</td>
<td>National Security Presidential Directive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSR</td>
<td>Northern Sea Route</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSS</td>
<td>National Security Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSSRT</td>
<td>North Slope Spill Response Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PJ</td>
<td>Para-Jumper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREPO</td>
<td>Preposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QDR</td>
<td>Quadrennial Defense Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAR</td>
<td>Search and Rescue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SARSAT</td>
<td>Search and Rescue Satellite Aided Tracking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOLAS</td>
<td>Safety Of Life At Sea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SONS</td>
<td>Spill Of National Significance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPSLAV</td>
<td>Office of the Supervisor of Salvage; Navy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTX</td>
<td>Table Top Exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCP</td>
<td>Unified Command Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCLOS</td>
<td>United Nation Convention Laws of the Sea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USCG</td>
<td>United States Coast Guard</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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